
  

ADDITIONAL	INFORMATION	FOR	TEACHERS	-	UNPACKING THE WARMUPS	
 
Before every activity it is important to do some warmups – just as one warms up their body before sprot.  
Warmups are often games or silly vocalisations which relax and focus the class and prepare them for the 
tasks in each activity. The drama ones mostly encourage an awareness of space and what others are doing 
around them and encourage less inhibited behaviour. Vocal ones prepare the voice for singing and get the 
muscles in the mouth and lungs working. Warmups also make a good change of activity task to include 
during the school day.  
 
DRAMA WARMUPS 
 
Eyes Down, Eyes up Game 
Stand in a circle facing inwards. Teacher calls out "eyes down" and the rest of the group in the circle must 
immediately look down & close their eyes. When teacher says "heads up" all players in the circle must then 
look up and focus their eyes across the circle at a random person. If they lock eyes with someone else 
(without moving their eyes) both players who locked eyes stage a quick theatrical death with a last cry. 
Repeat with remaining players – the others are “dead”. Last one standing wins. 
 
Bean Bag voice projection activity 
Place three bean bags (or some other object) in front of a row of children. One about 2 metres away from 
them – the second about 4 metres away, the third about 12 metres away (this can obviously be changed to 
suit the physical environment of the class). 
 
1. Ask each child to look directly at the first bean bag, say their name and the name of their favourite 
animal. 
2. Instruct them to say the exact same things to the second bean bag. 
3. Would they speak with the same volume? No – the “person” is further away. 
4. When asked to address the third bean bag, they obviously should be projecting their voices as loud as 
they can. 
5. After the entire group has addressed the bean bags, let them know they were really acting in a play just 
then – reaching the first three rows, the middle rows, and the back rows of the theatre. 
 
Hip Hop Drama Game 
In a circle, one person is the leader (start with the teacher) and the rest respond. 
When they call “Time is ticking” all respond “Run for your life” then race to find a new position in the 
circle. Last one there is in to lead the calls next round.  
 

Call Action Response Action 
Hip Stick out hip Hop Hop hands on hips 
Crick Crick neck Crack Clap 
Roller Waves  Coaster Hands above head 
Kissy Kissy Pucker lips hug self No, mum! Hand out indicating stop! 
The prince is coming  Strike a pose  
Time is ticking  Run for your life  

Note that you can invert these as well so No, Mum can be answered by Kissy Kissy etc.  
 
 



  

Observation Game 
Choose a person to leave the room. The rest of the group stands in a circle. Choose a leader who begins 
and changes all movements. Everyone else should be aware of the leader but not look directly at him. 
Change movements when the leader does. Once everyone has the idea, call back the person who left the 
room. Ask him to stand in the middle and try to identify who the leader is. 
 
Ribbon of Sound Game 
Sit in a circle. One person starts a sound. The next person picks it up and it travels around the circle, so it 
becomes a ribbon of sound. Each person should pick it up and pass it on as quickly as possible. Transform it 
into another sound-with the person next to the one who started the first sound. This is a good calming and 
focussing activity. 
 
Step in time Game 
Use a drum or just clap your hands to start a steady beat - nothing too fast or too slow.  Get the students 
to walk exactly to the beat - when the beat comes their foot should touch the floor, not before or after. 
While continuing this beat, shout out an emotion, e.g. happy.  While still walking at the speed of the beat, 
they must portray the emotion. Often they want to walk faster, so make sure they stay with you.  Then 
start to change the beat, becoming slower.  They still have to keep the emotion and step to the beat, which 
can be a bit difficult - often if the beat slows, they want to become more subdued, but make sure they 
keep the energy and the full emotion. Then change the beat again - this time getting faster.  
 
Once they have explored the first emotion, shout out a different one, e.g. scared, and repeat the exercise. 
The most important thing is for them to stay in time with your beat, whether it's fast or slow, and keep 
thinking about the emotion. Emotions that work well:  sad, excited, nervous, angry, shocked.  You could 
also use characters and emotions from a Cinderella too. 
 
Strike a Pose Game 
1. Form a circle. Each person chooses one other person in the circle to secretly watch. 
2. Everyone closes their eyes and strikes a pose. 
3. On “GO” — everyone opens their eyes and begins to copy the person they chose to watch. (In posture, 
pose, stance, etc.).  
4. Repeat until all are in the room are doing the same pose. 
 
  



  

MUSIC WARM UPS 
 
The 8 Warm Up: 
Have children find their own space in the room to do this vocal warm up. 

• count aloud to 8 from 1 
• stamp feet for 8 counts 
• slap legs for 8 counts 
• Give a literal round of applause for 8 counts 
• Make a ch ch sound while clicking up the body from knees to head x 8 
• make the ss sss sound as you dance around in a circle on the spot, index fingers pointing skyward 
• alternate hands punch action fftu sound for 8 counts. 
• breath in with 4 puffs then out 4 puffs   

 
Once children have mastered it and are confident with the sequence of activities, try it as a round which 
could work in up to eight parts. 
 
 
Angelina’s Work Warmup  
This is a series of actions with some added vocalisations 

a. moving shoulders: and up and down and forward and back in time to a beat. X2 

b. shoulder circle (like sewing machine wheel): brrr round voice going up and down pitch x4 
c. whispering “this and that” hands floppy wrists one either side of body ryq x4 
d. Say “chores” as hands move up and down in a wave shape as if gesturing to piles of work – voice 

pitch follows hands x 4 
e. bickering faces saying “eeee” to rhythm ryrydffg q 
f. “shhh” bend knees as hands does scissor slide through material gesture in slow motion 2 beats per 

cut 

g. “sew-ing” sung on one note but make the “ing” nasal. Then do the free range pitch to n sound  
 
 
Ribbon of Sound 
Sit in a circle. One person starts a sound. The next person picks it up and it travels around the circle, so it 
becomes a ribbon of sound. Each person should pick it up and pass it on as quickly as possible. Transform it 
into another sound-with the person next to the one who started the first sound. This is a good calming and 
focussing activity. 
 
  



  

Dum Dum Song. 
This is a song that reinforces pitch and encourages beat and ensemble singing.  
 
Actions that can be done to the beat whilst sitting in a circle. 

1) On your own body: knees, clap, shoulders, clap 
2) Slap knees: firstly your own, then your partner, own, then partner 
3) Pat your own knees, neighbour on the right, own knees, neighbour on the left 
4) Dance one side to other with hands on hip, finish with 3 hip shakes at the end 

 
 
This old freedom train round 
This old freedom train is such a, 
          Long time in a coming, 
Everybody can afford it, 
So you'd better climb on board it., 
Give me that (CLAP!) Free-ee-dom, 
Give me that (CLAP!) Free-ee-dom 
Give me that Freedom, freedom, freedom  
Chica chi, (train noise 5x) 
 
To perform as a round wait 2 bars for each of 4 entries. 
 

 
  

The dum dum song

Dum, dum, da da, da da dum, dum da dah. Dum, dum, da da da da dum, dum, da da, da da.- - - - - - -

Dum, dum, da da, da da dum, dum da dah. Dum, dum, da da da da dum, dum dum.- - - - -

Freedom Train

This old free dom train is such a long time com ing ev' ry bo dy can af ford it so you- - - - -
4

bet ter get a board it give me that Free dom, give me that Free dom, give me that- -
7

Free dom, free dom, free dom chi ka chi

Spoken

chi ka chi chi ka chi chi ka chi chi ka chi- - - - - - - - - - - - -



  

 
TONGUE TWISTERS 
 
No 1 – Angelina you must do 
Angelina you must do everything I tell you to 
Listen now, I’m warning you, Angelina you’ve no clue 
Don’t dare to plan, don’t dare to dream 
Stay somewhere where you won’t be seen! 
 
No 2 – Simple Cinders 
Simple Cinders sewing shirts for all the sailors 
The shirts for all the sailors simple Cinders sewed.  
If Simple Cinders sewed the shirts for all the sailors 
Then all the sailors wore the shirts that simple Cinders sewed.  
 
Start slowly so that the children can spit out the words and be confident in their memorisation of the 
rhyme.   Gradually repeat increasing the tempo (speed) at which you say it.  



  

Ma, Ma will you buy me a banana? 
A silly song useful for practising different vocal colours and expressions. 

 
 
Ma, Ma, will you buy me a, will you buy me a, will you buy me a,     [nagging] 
Ma, Ma, will you buy me a, will you buy me a banana? 
 
Yes, yes, I’ll buy you a, I’ll buy you a, I’ll buy you a     [frustrated] 
Yes, yes, I’ll buy you a, I’ll buy you a banana 
 
Ma, Ma, will you peel the skin, will you peel the skin, will you peel the skin?  [pestering] 
Ma, Ma will you peel the skin the skin of my banana. 
 
Yes, yes, I’ll peel the skin etc        [resigned] 
The skin of your banana 
 
Ma, Ma, do you want a bite? Etc       [being cute] 
A bite of my banana 
 
Yes, yes, I’d like a bite. Etc        [matter of fact] 
A bite of your banana 
 
Ma, Ma, you took too much etc.                                      [whinging] 
Too much of my banana 
 
No, no, it was just one bite. Etc       [laughing] 
One bite of your banana 
 
Ma, Ma, you’re a greedy guts.                   [outraged] 
You ate all my banana 
 
Ma, Ma, will you buy me a, buy me a, buy me a.         [sadly] 
Ma, Ma, will you buy me a, buy me a banana? 
 
 
 
  


